Abstract—Smart sensors are already being used in various application domains such as medical, environmental, urban, domestic and industrial. These applications mostly need data from sensors of different types (temperature, pressure, location, camera, etc.) that may be managed by different software, e.g., proprietary software from manufacturers. Heterogeneous distributed sensor data should then be aggregated in order to obtain more accurate and complete information on real world events. This paper proposes SStreaMWare, a service-oriented middleware for heterogeneous sensor data management. SStreaMWare’s simple data schema allows data representation of various types of sensors in a common generic way. Declarative queries can then be formulated according to this schema. Thanks to the service-oriented approach of SStreaMWare, heterogeneity of sensor software is hidden by generic query services, which can be discovered and used dynamically.

I. INTRODUCTION

Along with the technological advances, sensors are more and more intelligent, autonomous, small and cheap. Their small size, as well as their communication and computing autonomy, allow them to be everywhere and to make information omnipresent. They are already being used in various application domains such as medical, environmental, urban, domestic and industrial. Sensors form a virtual skin between the real and the digital world. They measure various real world conditions such as temperature, pressure, humidity, chemical, location, audio or visual information. Measured events are processed by applications which react, for instance, by triggering alarms, controlling actuators or applying business rules.

Sensors have come with new challenges to many areas of computer science such as networks, databases, embedded operating systems and more generally, ubiquitous computing [1]. In particular, with the multitude of “sensor-based” applications, a need for a more generic, reusable way of sensor querying is raised. A generic solution would be preferred to application specific data querying and processing scripts. To fulfill this need, the “database approach” is now adopted by a large number of proposals [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. The reason of this evolution is similar to that of emergence of DBMS a couple of decades ago, i.e. transition from application dependent data files to application independent database systems.

The “database approach” allows different applications to use a same sensor set accessed via declarative queries. However, a given application may also need to access different types of sensors or sensors of the same type but managed by different proprietary software. The former is related to data heterogeneity and the latter to software heterogeneity. Currently, most of the existing sensor data management solutions suppose homogeneous sensors generating data according to a same data scheme, and being managed by known common software. Nevertheless, the trend is to have numerous and heterogeneous sensors getting involved in applications. In order to obtain valuable information on a given physical environment, such applications has to filter, aggregate, merge, fuse heterogeneous data streams.

This paper proposes SStreaMWare [8], a service-oriented sensor mediator middleware. SStreaMWare is placed between applications and heterogeneous sensor farms. It provides a query service supporting a declarative query language to access data streams issued by heterogeneous sensors. SStreaMWare adopts a mediator-adaptor approach [9] to cope with data heterogeneity and uses a service-oriented architecture to handle software heterogeneity and to be able to operate upon a dynamic set of distributed sensors.

SStreaMWare components can be deployed according to a hierarchical organization to fit the natural hierarchy of geographic locations [10]: a monitored zone is divided into regions; each one can be divided in their turn depending on the scale of the environment to be monitored. User queries are submitted to a top-level control-site of SStreaMWare. Service orientation brings loose coupling and dynamic discovery to SStreaMWare network organization. Sensors concerned by a query are identified dynamically by a service discovery mechanism. A query is then rewritten and distributed to be evaluated by the appropriate gateways in charge of the relevant sensors. Sensors form the lowest level of the hierarchy. Generic sensor services provide a common way of access data streams of heterogeneous sensors. In other words, these adapter services form an interface between the sensors (or sensor specific software) and SStreaMWare.

As we will see in the following, main design choices in SStreaMWare are motivated by the will 1) to provide declarative querying of large scale sensor farms and 2) to manage sensor heterogeneity and dynamicity.

The paper is organized as follows. Background and related work are presented in section II. The architecture of SStreaMWare is detailed in section III. Section IV introduces the data representation adopted by the mediator to provide
a homogeneous view over heterogeneous sensor data. It also introduces query capabilities supported by SStreaMWare. Section V gives a detailed description of the middleware and its implementation whereas section VI presents its experimentation in different contexts. Section VII gives our concluding remarks and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Existing sensor data management systems can be classified into three categories according to the place where query processing takes place: purely distributed in sensor networks [2], [3], [11]; centralized evaluation in data stream management systems [4], [5], [6]; and hybrid systems [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [7], [8]. Following subsections discuss each category, its advantages and drawbacks, and their positioning with respect to scalability, heterogeneity and query support.

A. Sensor Networks

Sensor networks [2], [3], [11] provide a distributed evaluation of queries at the sensors by exploiting their computing capacity. The main objective is to limit message transmissions in order to save energy, precious resource for battery operated sensors. In-network aggregation [17] is another technique for energy saving which allows calculating some aggregation operators in the network. It takes advantage of multi-hop routing protocols used in sensor networks. Sensors are dispersed in the environment to measure physical quantities or to detect events. They are auto-organized in an ad-hoc manner. Queries on sensor data include statements to reflect their temporal and continuous nature. They are mostly declarative and formulated by a SQL-like language [3]. Query answers are typically sent to a base station which forms the interface between the applications and the sensors (see Figure 1(a)). Many sensor networks are already deployed in academic and industrial contexts.

The purely distributed infrastructureless approach of sensor networks allow them to scale well against increasing number of involved sensors. However, sensors are usually supposed to be homogeneous, with the same communication protocol, same query processor, same data schema, etc. This is a strong restriction to deploy large scale networked sensing systems. In addition, queries are supposed to be relatively simple due to the limited resources of sensors and to the high distribution in the network.

B. Data Stream Management Systems (DSMS)

DSMS [4], [5], [6] are considered as centralized as they use central servers to evaluate continuous queries on data streams issued by sensors or other data stream sources (see Figure 1(b)). The fundamental difference between traditional DBMS and DSMS is that, in DBMS data are persistent and queries are transitory (they are evaluated and dropped), while in DSMS queries are persistent (evaluated continuously) and data are transitory (they are used to evaluate queries and then dropped). Data streams are considered as infinite sequences of tuples ordered by their timestamp. Queries are formulated by using declarative query languages [18], [6]. They are continuously evaluated on, possibly infinite, data streams or on finite data windows by blocking operators [19]. DSMS are ideal for applications in which data processing time is critical, i.e., which need to process large amounts of frequent data in order to react as soon as possible. Typical examples include financial applications, sensor based applications, transactional log analysis, etc.

As DSMS are centralized systems, despite various techniques (load shedding, approximate query answers, resource sharing [19]) proposed to resist against increasing rate and number of data to process, bottlenecks are inevitable with high charge. Heterogeneity is not much explored in DSMS. Data are supposed to be in a format comprehensible by the DSMS. Some proposals use adapters to translate data formats [6]. Queries may be expressive since the centralized query evaluation allows supporting complex operators such as join, aggregation on sliding windows, etc.

C. Hybrid Approaches

SStreaMWare is a hybrid solution that aims to take advantages of each category presented above and proposes a solution with particular focus on issues such as scalability, sensor heterogeneity management and complex query evaluation. Several similar hybrid solutions are recently proposed in the literature. This section briefly describes existing work and gives the positioning of SStreamWare according to different aspects such as architecture, heterogeneity management, query representation, etc. More detailed analysis can be found in [20].

1) Existing Work: This section gives a very brief survey of some of the existing work related to SStreaMWare. Fjords [12] is a proposition of distributed infrastructure on which can be constructed sensor data management systems. Sensor networks and a central query processor are interfaced by proxies. Queries on both persistent and stream data are supported. Borealis [21] is a distributed data stream management system. One part of the project concerns integration of sensor networks [13]. Sensor networks are interfaced with Borealis nodes by intermediary proxies. Each sensor network provides an adapter in order to provide common information to the Borealis node. IrisNet [14] envisions a sensor network at the Internet scale. It provides software components to facilitate the deployment of sensor services. The objective is to allow users to find and
use different kinds of sensor services available in a large scale network. 

*Hourglass* [15] proposes, similarly to *IrisNet*, a service infrastructure to interconnect sensors and applications via services. Based on a publish-subscribe mechanism, producers publish their services and consumers subscribe to interesting services. *GSN* [16] is conceived for a fast and flexible deployment of applications which need integration of data from heterogeneous sensors. "Virtual sensors" abstract the sensors from the physical implementations and provide a homogeneous view of sensor data. 

*HiFi* [7] is based on a hierarchical, location-based organization for sensor data processing. Sensors form the leaves of the hierarchical tree and the intermediary nodes are relatively powerful entities performing different operations such as filtering, data cleaning, aggregation and join.

2) **Synthesis:** Above-mentioned proposals share similar aspects on some points and differ on some others. Below is a discussion on these points, as well as the positioning of SStreaMWare among these proposals. Figure 2 synthesizes the discussion.

**Architecture**

At the architectural level, the proposals can be divided into two groups: hierarchical [7], [21], [14], [12] and peer-to-peer (P2P) [16], [15]. P2P architectures provide scalable and flexible (easy node addition/suppression) deployment features. However, this approach suffers from limited control on the nodes and difficulties for maintaining a directory of available nodes. On the other hand, hierarchical architectures may keep partial control at different levels of the architecture. In addition, this kind of architectures seems natural when dealing with sensor data which is strongly associated with location information. For these reasons, SStreaMWare also adopts a hierarchical approach while providing dynamic service discovery at every level of the architecture. Service orientation allows dynamic addition, removal and modification of sensor services in the architecture.

**Heterogeneity**

Each proposal deals with heterogeneity issues at a certain degree by using *adapters* – although they use different terms. This adapter layer provides an abstraction of sensor data access, and performs necessary translation operations for data formats or method calls. Some proposals [15], [16], [14], just as SStreaMWare, adopt a service-oriented approach which offers better adaptability thanks to its loosely-coupled approach.

**Query expression**

Utility of declarative queries for sensor querying is now well admitted. For query formulation, various techniques are adopted by existing proposals: SQL-like query languages [16], [7], XML derived languages [15], [14] or graphical interfaces [21]. SStreaMWare provides a graphical interface and also supports simple textual SQL-like queries.

**Query evaluation**

All the proposals mentioned above propose a distributed query evaluation mechanism. Different parts of queries are evaluated at the nodes distributed either with a hierarchical or a peer-to-peer manner. Queries involve operators on data streams and/or windows. SStreaMWare queries are composed of sub-queries evaluated at different levels in its hierarchical architecture and support both stream and window operators.

**Particular focus**

Besides sensor data querying functionalities, each proposal deals with a particular problem identified in its context; e.g., the coexistence of push and pull based operators [12], load shedding [22], semantic cache [23], sensor mobility [15], sensor heterogeneity [16], real-time event management [24]. SStreaMWare is particularly interested in *device management* issues for sensors. It aims to deal with the dynamicity caused by various operations (e.g., updates) on sensors and their effect on concurrent continuous queries. However, this subject is out of the scope of this paper. More information on this issue can be found in [25].

**Target applications**

Although each proposal argues that it is generic enough to be applied in various contexts, it targets more specifically an application or a family of application domain; e.g., vehicle traffic monitoring [12], integration of sensor networks and DSMS [13], parking place finder application [14], medical applications [15], heterogeneous data integration [26], complex event management generated by RFID readers [24]. SStreaMWare is conceived to be sufficiently generic in order to be applied to a large range of applications that monitor, in real-time, a physical environment with sensors possibly heterogeneous and belonging to different organizations. SStreaMWare is used to monitor electric power materials in the context of a French government funded project [27]; and its utility in various other contexts is also demonstrated [28].

---

**Fig. 2.** Comparison of proposals according to different aspects

**III. Architecture**

As shown in the preceding section, hybrid approaches have emerged for heterogeneous large scale sensor information systems. SStreaMWare is based on such approach and adopts a hierarchical service-oriented architecture [10]. The reason of choosing a distributed hierarchical form for the architecture is principally based on two points: natural hierarchy of geographic locations and distribution of query evaluation charge at different levels in the architecture. In fact, sensors are distributed in physical environments and their measures
are strongly coupled with their location. Environments can be hierarchically divided into sub-regions which can be controlled relatively independent one from the other. This leads more modular systems, while still keeping the control on sub-hierarchies.

Moreover, our service-oriented approach provides an efficient way for the management of the dynamicity of sensor systems. SSStreaMWare supports pervasive sensor data management services that may arrive, leave, or be modified at the different levels of the architecture at any time during the application lifetime. Service dynamicity is automatically handled by lookup and binding services at every level of the architecture.

The number of levels in the hierarchical architecture depends on the scale targeted by the system. However, there are 4 main elements in the architecture:

**Sensors.** Sensors are distributed in the environment. They form the lowest level in the hierarchy. In general, each sensor forms a leaf in the hierarchical tree. Nevertheless, a sensor network behind a proxy can be considered as a leaf as well. Sensors may be of different types from different manufacturers. They detect events or they send periodically their measures. SSStreaMWare does not control the sensors directly. It rather accesses their data through their proprietary software.

**Proxies and adapters.** Sensors are of different manufacturers that propose their own specific software which we call **proxy**. In general, the proxy is accessible by an API which provides specific methods to query and manipulate its sensors. A proxy may be "SSStreaMWare-aware", thus provide sensor access methods and data formats known by SSStreaMWare. Otherwise, an **adapter** should be conceived in order to integrate the sensor specific proxy to our generic middleware. In fact, one of the main objectives of SSStreaMWare is to be able to reuse sensors already deployed in the environment by providing a common way of access to sensors. Adapters should provide the translation of method calls and data format between SSStreaMWare and sensor specific proxies.

**Gateways.** A gateway is a software platform that hosts different types of proxies and/or adapters. Gateways are responsible for the sensor management in a particular region, i.e., there is one gateway per sub-region of an environment (one gateway per room, per building, per section, etc.). Queries concerning the sensors of a sub-region are evaluated at the gateway of that region. Queries concerning several sub-regions are evaluated on higher levels (e.g., control sites) where partial results are integrated. Gateways are assumed to be hosted on relatively powerful devices such as PCs, industrial or domestic gateways. **Control sites.** A control site constitutes the highest level of the hierarchical architecture. It is responsible of an entire environment which is possibly composed of several sub-regions. If we consider, for instance, an industrial site as the environment to monitor, a control site accepts queries on all the sensors located in the site. Sub-queries are then evaluated at the gateways responsible of the sub-regions, e.g., warehouses, production units, distribution units. See Figure 3 for a deployment example.

Larger environments can be managed by several control sites. For instance, while one control site manages a local industrial site, another control site can manage several control sites at a regional or national scale. Query evaluation is distributed among the levels of the architecture presented above. It is provided by various services which will be presented in section V-A. Queries are formulated according to a common global schema. Next section presents the data and the query model of SSStreaMWare.

**IV. DATA REPRESENTATION AND QUERY EVALUATION**

There have been various propositions for sensor data representation and querying. The most popular way is to represent sensor data as a (possibly infinite) sequence of tuples ordered by their timestamp attribute. SQL-like queries are then evaluated continuously on data streams. SSStreaMWare is based on the data and query model SSStreaM [29]. Section IV-A and IV-B present respectively the SSStreaM approach for sensor data representation and continuous query evaluation.

**A. A generic schema for sensor data representation**

Existing proposals define data schemas strongly related to the type of considered sensors. SSStreaM proposes a schema template which aims to be generic in order to represent data of various sensor types. The main idea is to distinguish the different types of information included in sensor data. We have identified three of them: measures, timestamps and properties.

**Measures** are sensed values representing different physical quantities. They are grouped under one attribute. The semantic interpretation of its value is made at the application level. For example, a measure can represent a temperature value, GPS coordinates or a RFID tag number depending on the sensor. Measures are timely varying values and they are the main interest of continuous queries; e.g., alert me when a sensor measures a temperature less than 0 °C.

**Timestamps** represent time instants at which measures are made. They determine the order of tuples in a data stream. They are also important for the queries concerning temporal (e.g., sliding) data windows; e.g., computing, **every minute**,
the average of measures made since last 10 minutes.

Properties form a sort of "meta-information" of sensors. Typical properties of a sensor are its identifier, location, type, measuring unit, sampling rate, etc. They are used to identify sensors whose measures are necessary for a continuous query. Mostly, queries contain one part to be evaluated on sensor properties, e.g., send me every 5 sec. the temperature of the Room A).

Let us consider the following sample schema: sensor.measures(gateway.location, proxy.type, sensor.id, sensor.location, sensor.rate, sensor.energy, measure.type, measure.unit, measure.value, measure.timestamp)

The first 8 attributes of this schema form the properties of sensors followed by the measure value and its associated timestamp. Typically such a schema may include more sensor properties such as names, descriptions of sensors or their proxies, configuration parameters, firmware versions, etc. Sensor properties are mostly stored in persistent relations that are distributed in the system at different levels such as control sites, gateways and proxies (see Figure 4). Some properties may also be stored at sensors (e.g., energy level, location for mobile sensors). Measures are not materialized; they are rather generated continuously, thus creating a data stream. They are time-stamped (mostly) by sensors. This schema represents thus a view over the persistently stored sensor properties and non-materialized sensor measures and their timestamps.

Queries are formulated according to a global database schema such as the one given above and are continuously evaluated on data streams composed of tuples conforming to the given schema.

B. Continuous query evaluation

For sensor data querying, the most popular approach is to use a SQL-like relational query language [18], [6], [3], [7], [16]. SStreaM as well is based on the relational model and allows declarative queries on sensor data streams. SStreaM distinguishes two parts in continuous queries:

- The one-time part defines the scope of the query; i.e., it identifies the sensors whose measures are concerned by the query. This part is evaluated on the properties of sensors.
- The continuous part is evaluated on the data stream containing the measures of the sensors that are identified by the one-time part of the query.

For instance, let us consider the industrial site example given above and a query such as:

Every 5 seconds, retrieve the temperature of each section of the industrial site; and group by the location, the images captured by the camera of each section where the temperature value is greater than 30 °C.

The one time part of this query concerns: at the control site, finding all the gateways of the site; at each gateway, finding the temperature sensor and camera proxies; and finally at each proxy, finding the sensors measuring in Celsius every 5 seconds. In fact, the one-time part of the query concerns a sort of localization phase of data sources. Concerned gateways, proxies and sensors are localized thanks to a catalogue.

Once the one-time part is evaluated, i.e., concerned sensors are localized, data flowing from these sensors is initiated. Data transit from the sensors until the users or the applications, passing by different levels of the architecture where the continuous part of the query is evaluated: at the temperature proxies, selection operators on temperature readings; at the camera proxies, no specific operations, just transmitting images; at the gateways, Cartesian products between images and temperature readings; and finally at the control site, grouping operations. Query execution continues until the user stops the query or until the query lifetime expires, if this latter is defined in the query. As a consequence, the query results are also continuous, thus form a data stream. Next section gives more details about continuous query evaluation.

In SStreaMWare, access to sensor data and evaluation of queries are provided in terms of services. The service oriented approach facilitates the integration of services managing different kind of sensors in one organization or between several organizations. In addition, its loosely coupled approach leads to flexible, modular and dynamic systems, which are important properties for sensor systems. Details on the architectural services of SStreaMWare are given in the next section.

V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

This section details the implementation of SStreaMWare architectural services and other principal structures for query evaluation.

A. Service Implementations

SStreaMWare adopts a service oriented approach, which is implemented above the OSGi Service Platform [30]. The OSGi standard provides modular software deployment and a set of facilities for their management such as lifecycle

1Note that, normally this part of the query necessitates to configure sensors to sample every 5 seconds and configure the proxy to deliver measures in Celsius. We consider this operation should be done before the execution of the continuous query. If this operation is not permitted by the proxy, only sensors and proxies conforming to the requirements of the query will be selected for the query evaluation.
management, automatic resource dependency resolution and event management. It additionally defines a service-oriented collaboration model between the modules, which are named bundles. The OSGi service layer includes the basic features for service oriented programming: a service registry with service event management.

SSStreaMWare uses an extended model, namely Extended Service Binder [31], that augments the OSGi service collaboration model to a set of remote OSGi platforms. The overall architecture benefits from the OSGi dynamic service collaboration model and from the communication transparency offered by the extension. The latter makes remote calls indistinguishable from direct local calls in the developer perspective. Local calls remain direct calls in the given programming language.

SSStreaMWare architectural entities consists of three querying services and one service discovery and binding service which are implemented as OSGi services deployed on distinct distributed platforms:

- Sensor Query Service (SQS),
- Gateway Query Service (GQS),
- Proxy Query Service (PQS),
- and Lookup Service (LS).

Figure 5 illustrates the service oriented architecture and the interaction between different services. Following sections give details of the implementation of these services.

1) Sensor Query Service: is located at a control site, and is used by users and/or applications. Its responsibility towards query evaluation concerns:

- accepting queries addressed to all the sensors of the environment managed by the control site;
- decomposing queries and sending them to concerned gateways (which are localized thanks to the Lookup Service);
- possibly contributing to the query evaluation;
- returning results as data streams.

A control site can be an OSGi gateway or another entity which can host the SQS (e.g., in a form of a web service in a web server). In our case, it is implemented as a remote service accessible by an IP address and a port number and hosted by an OSGi gateway. Used remote communication protocol is Java RMI (Remote Method Invocation). SQS is registered in a RMI registry which allows the clients to discover and invoke it.

SQS exposes several distant methods:

- the method `QueryRegistration receiveQuery(String query, Receiver client)`, which takes the reference of the client and a query as input and returns a `QueryRegistration` created for this query. This registration contains information on the query (e.g., its identifier) and on the client of the query (e.g., its reference).
- the method `stopQuery(int QId)`, which stops the execution of the query with the given identifier,
- and methods to get various information on gateways, proxies and sensors present in the system; e.g., `getGatewaysInfo`, `getSensorsInfo`. This information is maintained thanks to the Lookup Service.

2) Gateway Query Service: is charged to evaluate subqueries concerning a given sub-region. At each gateway, there is one GQS providing a query service for the sensors managed by the proxy services of the gateway. The SQS sends the sub-queries to the relevant GQSs. The GQS re-decomposes the sub-queries in order to send them to concerned proxies/adapters which are localized thanks to the LS instance running on the gateway. After the sub-query evaluation, the results are then sent back by the GQS to the SQS.

Gateways of the architecture are implemented by OSGi platforms. A Gateway Query Service is an OSGi service that exposes locally and remotely:

- the method `Sender evaluateQuery(QueryPlan qp, Receiver receiver)`, which takes as inputs, a sub-query execution plan (conceived by the SQS) and the reference of the Receiver which will receive the query results,
- and returns as output, the reference of the Sender which will send the query results.
- and similarly to SQS, various other methods such as to stop a query and to acquire information on proxies and their sensors.

3) Proxy Query Service: is a query service which is related to one specific type of sensor. This service is provided by proxies if they are “SSStreaMWare-aware”, or by adapters otherwise. The implementation of this service is specific to sensors. Under a generic interface, PQS thus hides the heterogeneity of sensor software. PQSs are also catalogued by the LS, which enables GQSs to localize and use them. Typically, GQSs discover PQSs with lookup queries containing predicates on the type of the proxies; e.g., proxy of temperature sensors, proxy of a certain provider. PQS also implements the method `Sender evaluateQuery(QueryPlan qp, Receiver receiver)` and provides methods which return information on the sensors it manages.

4) Automatic Service Lookup and Binding Service: The Lookup Service (LS) is a service discovery and binding service. This service manages a service registry that contains information about different services present in the system. The registry may be centralized on the control site or may
be distributed in the system. One instance of LS runs on the control site and on each gateway. LS allows local and remote discovery of services in a transparent way. For this, each query service is registered with its description that allows other services to discover them by using lookup queries.

SStreaMWare aims to support dynamically evolving sensor systems. Therefore, late binding of software entities at runtime and binding automation were prior objectives of the project. That is partly why the OSGi platform was chosen as a basis for our development. The OSGi standard not only enables a modular development and deployment of SStreaMWare architectural entities, it also provides a basic environment for service oriented programming. Late binding of local services is permitted by the platform.

To meet the need for binding automation, the Service Binder [32] solution has been chosen. This project, which has given birth to the OSGi Declarative Services specification [33], provides the designers with a new component model above the OSGi deployment model. This functional component type separates the application logic from the service dependency management. The developers have only to write application service requirements and provide it in an XML document. The service runtime component is responsible for dynamic service discovery and binding of the available required services at runtime.

Since our sensor services are distributed in the environment, a distribution support was needed for service discovery and binding. For this purpose, we have used the Extended Service Binder [31]. Relying on the export-binding pattern defined in ODP [34], this solution renders the Service Binder mechanisms distributed. When the XML component configuration file indicates that a provided service is wished to be exported outside the OSGi local registry, the Extended Service Binder registers a reference on a remote service registry; e.g., an SLP Directory Agent [35] on local networks or an ad hoc directory at the Internet scale. When a component service requirement is not resolved locally and is indicated that it can be resolved remotely, the binder looks for a remote reference at the known service directories. The remote service reference is parsed and the service proxy retrieved on the platform thanks to the Java RMI technology. The internal architecture of the Extended Service Binder is depicted in Figure 6.

This extension is transparent for the developer that has only to indicate whether the service accepts remote bindings. Service references are searched against a service interface name and/or some additional service properties. Local bindings are kept as direct programming language calls while remote bindings transparently serialize and de-serialize calls between objects running on distinct OSGi platforms. Similar proposals, which address service distribution transparency on a set of OSGi platforms, have been made (e.g., [36]).

SStreaMWare leverages both active and passive service discovery modes:

- **active discovery**: for instance, when the SQS starts, it queries the Lookup Service for the references of available GQSs distributed in the environment. Similarly, the GQSs use the Lookup Service to find locally available PQSs.
- **passive discovery**: for instance, when a GQS starts running on a platform, it automatically registers a representative service to the Lookup Service. The SQS is then notified by this service registration and is automatically linked with the GQS. Similarly, new PQSs are automatically binded with existing GQSs.

5) **Service Deployment**: Services presented above are exported as OSGi "bundles" encapsulating the service functionality. The main developed bundles are:

- **SensorQueryService** deployed on the control site
- **GatewayQueryService** deployed on every gateway
- **XXXProxyQueryService** providing sensor specific querying service (e.g., TemperatureProxyQueryService, RFIDProxyQueryService, GPSProxyQueryService) deployed at concerned gateways.

- **Common** is library bundle. It provides common useful classes (e.g., operators, queries, queues, tuples, interfaces, abstract classes) for query execution and is deployed on the control site and the gateways.

In addition, other useful bundles are: **LookupService** (LS), which exposes a service discovery service; **ExtendedServiceBinder** (ESB), which provides the automatic service binding service. The figure 7 illustrates the deployment of bundles and their interactions.

### B. Query Evaluation

Queries are received by SQS and they are then evaluated at different levels of the architecture by the concerned services. Each service has a local **QueryManager** (see section V-B.1) that is responsible of query evaluation at the site where the...
service is started. Queries are composed of various operators that are presented in section V-B.2. Queries are evaluated on data streams and windows. Their structure is presented in section V-B.3.

1) Query Managers: Each service (i.e. SQS, GQS, PQS) incorporates a Query Manager (QM) which is responsible for:
- analysing query plans, decomposing them if necessary and sending the sub-queries to relevant services at other sites;
- creating necessary structures (operators, queues, queries) for the execution of the continuous part of the query which will be executed at its site.
- managing the lifecycle of queries:
  - assigning identifiers to queries
  - starting query execution
  - maintaining information on active queries (e.g. identifier, periodicity, sender, receiver)
  - stopping query execution; either when its lifetime expires or when it is explicitly demanded by the user

Each query service, after receiving a query, sends it to its local Query Manager which then creates the necessary operators and data queues interconnecting them. Query managers at the proxy level starts the data flow from the sensors and queries are then executed continuously in an autonomous way. The following section introduces the structure of queries.

2) Queries: Queries are composed of several sub-queries – which are also queries – executing at different levels of the architecture (control site, gateway, proxy). Basically, a query is a tree of operators interconnected by queues. Operators are created from an execution plan by the Query Manager of each query service (SQS, GQS, PQS). A query execution plan is a tree of operator descriptions. Descriptions contain necessary information to create operators; e.g., type, predicates for selection operator, window descriptions for windowed operators. An OperatorFactory is conceived to create and instantiate operators from operator descriptions.

Each operator has a certain number of input queues and one output queue which represent, respectively, input streams and the output stream. Among other attributes, each operator has a type; e.g., selection, projection, windowed join, and a timer for periodic queries. Each operator also has specific attributes, such as a predicate expression for selection operators or an attribute list for projection operations. Each operator implements an abstract method receive(Tuple T), which defines the behaviour of the operator at tuple reception (e.g., filter, project). Binary operators have another method in addition, receiveFromRight(Tuple T), in order to deal with two input streams.

Each query has one root operator whose output queue forms the result stream of the query. The output of one query may form the input for another query. Query outputs and inputs between different sites are connected (possibly in a remote way) by means of two special operators: Receiver and Sender. The structure of a query is illustrated in the figure 8.

Another special kind of operator is windowed operator which receives windows as inputs and produce streams. There are unary and binary windowed operators. For instance, a windowed average operator, at an instant t, takes a data window as input and produces a tuple including the average of the values of a given attribute. Continuous execution of this operator on timely-varying data windows (e.g. sliding windows) produces therefore a data stream. Unary windowed operators implements a method receiveWindow(Window W) which defines the behaviour of the operator. Similarly, binary windowed operators have the additional method, receiveWindowFromRight(Window W).

3) Queues: A Queue represents a data stream which is basically a sequence of tuples. A tuple is a list of (attribute, value) pairs. It is represented by a Tuple class that provides various methods, for instance, to retrieve all attribute values, to retrieve value of a given attribute, to concatenate two tuples or to add/remove attributes. Queues provide two main functions: enqueue(Tuple T) and dequeue(). Operators use these methods asynchronously in a FIFO manner. Each queue is associated to an operator from which it receives tuples (feedingOperator) and an operator to which it provides tuples (feedingOperator). Depending on the nature of queries (e.g., periodic or aperiodic), either the feeding operator pulls the tuples from its input queue or the queue pushes the tuple to its feeding operator.

Queues provide more utility methods to access certain tuples of the queue (e.g., tuple at a given position, tuples older than a given time instant). These methods are used in particular by window creators. A window is subset of a queue. A window creator is associated to a windowed operator and to an input stream. It creates windows from the input stream and sends them to the windowed operator according to window descriptions. Basically, a window description concerns maintaining two pointers to the input stream. Data between these two pointers are used to produce the windows. Window descriptions contain information about the position of these pointers and their behaviour in time, e.g., periodically sliding. There are two types of windows: temporal and position based windows. In the former, data included in the window is determined by the timestamps of the tuples, e.g., window of measures made since 4 minutes. In the latter they are determined by the index of the tuples in the stream, e.g., window of last 10 measures. More details on the query and data model can be found in [29].
VI. EXPERIMENTATION

SSStreaMWare is used in the context of a French government funded project with industrial and academic contributors [27]. The main objective of the project was to conceive a software infrastructure that can dynamically host and supervise technical and business services in electric distribution domain. Sensors on electric power materials are used to measure quantities related to the quality of transmitted electricity. Various kinds of materials are used. Specific proxy services are conceived for each kind of material. These services export methods for acquiring sensor measures (e.g., intensity, tension) and sensor properties (e.g., name, provider, location). They also provide a service of subscription to the data of the sensor that they control. For instance business services use these services to integrate the business logic in the system, e.g., break the circuit in case of overload.

One of the objectives of the project was to provide a more generic declarative way for querying data of sets of heterogeneous materials. The idea is to abstract data acquisition and processing part from the business services and let them focus only on the business logic. SSStreaMWare provides a homogeneous view over heterogeneous sensor data and offers a query evaluation service on this data. Business services then use SSStreaMWare’s query service to implement their logic, e.g., monitoring service, alarm service.

For this purpose, we have developed adapters, i.e., Proxy Query Services, for the materials of the project. Adapters are charged to transform the SSStreaMWare’s queries into methods comprehensible by the specific proxies and translate data from the sensors to SSStreaMWare’s tuple structure. Adapter services have two ways for data acquisition: push, by subscribing to the publish-subscribe service provided by the proxy; pull, by calling the adequate methods on the specific proxy.

Taking advantage of the service-oriented approach, SSStreaMWare could easily be integrated into the already existing infrastructure of the project.

Utility of SSStreaMWare in other contexts is also demonstrated in [28]. More sensors such as cameras, temperature sensors and GPS devices are added to the SSStreaMWare’s set of supported sensor types. Adapters for each of the sensor type are developed. Thanks to the service-oriented approach, these services are plugged into the SSStreaMWare on the fly, and are ready to be used immediately. One feature currently being developed for SSStreaMWare is to deal with the dynamicity caused by arrival, departure, modification of sensors and services. Extended Service Binder provides capture of this kind of update events – local and remote ones. These updates are then taken into account immediately by currently executing continuous queries in the system in an appropriate way. For instance, “do not modify a sensor property if it is in use by a query” or “if a new temperature service arrives, include its data in the results”.

A graphical user interface has been developed for query formulation. The interface first localizes a SSStreaMWare control site and then may visualize all the desired entities (gateways, proxies, sensors) managed by the control site, as well as information on them (location, type, name, etc.). The user then can choose the sensors to query and construct a query plan. Several operator types are supported: selections; projections; aggregation operators on data windows such as average, minimum, maximum, sum, count; join operations on data streams and windows. Textual SQL-like query formulation for simple queries is also supported. Once query plan is constructed, query can start to be evaluated continuously on data streaming from the chosen sensors.

Query results are visualized in a table-like window in which produced result tuples are appended. The result window also provides some control such as stopping the query or handling the result in a specific way, e.g., for GPS data, use the results to localize in a map; for temperature measures, visualize the evolution of the measures in a graph or send them to an actuator; for camera data, visualize the images on an adapted component. Concurrent queries are equally supported, each one being visualized in a separate window. See Figure 9 for an illustration of the demonstration.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presented SSStreaMWare, a service oriented middleware for heterogeneous sensor data management. SSStreaMWare follows a hybrid approach which acts as a distributed sensor data stream management system. Some similar proposals, as well as their positioning with respect to SSStreaMWare, are presented in the paper.

We have particularly outlined the importance of sensor distribution and heterogeneity management. In fact, the increasing number of sensor-based applications emphasizes the need for integrating data from distributed sensors of various types and of different manufacturers. Service oriented architectures, thanks to their loosely-coupled approach, facilitate this integration. Besides, they are well adapted to the dynamic nature of sensor systems. As an implementation of this approach, adapter services for different kinds of sensors – electrical sensors, cameras, temperature sensors, GPS devices and presence detectors – are already developed and integrated in SSStreaMWare, which provides a homogeneous database view over these heterogeneous data sources.

One of the perspectives of this work is to integrate a complete device management support to SSStreaMWare while providing system reliability and data coherency. Device management operations consist of read and write operations on...
sensor properties, configuration operations and software management. These operations should coexist with continuous queries. Having a database point of view, we consider these different operations as "transactions", which should assure some properties such as ACID properties. Some preliminary work on this subject can be found in [25].
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